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The Case of the Cottingley Fairies educational module examines one of the most celebrated public hoaxes in history. This guide tells the Cottingley story while exploring the role of publicity, celebrity, and physical evidence in shaping the public’s perception of extraordinary claims.
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a brief overview . . .

It was Christmas in 1920 when the monthly British magazine The Strand published an extraordinary article. It had been the fictional stories of the world-famous Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and his detective, Sherlock Holmes, that helped make The Strand Magazine one of the most popular publications anywhere in the UK. This time it was a work of nonfiction by the author that put the magazine in the spotlight.

A regular contributor to The Strand, Conan Doyle had been asked to write on the topic of fairies for the December issue. He delivered an article titled “Fairies Photographed – An Epoch-making Event” and what followed was a national sensation. While it was usually the writing of Conan Doyle that drew readers to The Strand, this time it was the pictures—two photographs in particular.

The two striking photos included in the article were of young girls posing in a garden next to what appeared to be fairies.

Arthur Conan Doyle was a believer in many strange ideas that were often at odds with the advancing science of the day. He was a vocal believer in psychic powers, the spirit world, and the ability of the living to communicate with the dead. The existence of fairies was another of the many paranormal phenomena he was keen on proving. He included the pictures in the 1920 story because he was convinced that they were real.

Edward Gardner had lent the photographs to Conan Doyle. Gardner was a leader in London’s Theosophical Society, a philosophical organization with an interest in the occult. The group hosted a lecture on the existence of fairies in 1919, at which the pictures first surfaced. Both of these men argued for the existence of
fairies and believed that these photographs, which they considered authentic, provided solid visible evidence in support of their argument.

The photographs immediately became the talk of London as many accepted them as authentic based on Conan Doyle’s endorsement alone. Others remained unconvinced and saw them as fakes, created as part of a clever hoax. Whether or not they accepted the images as real, most were very interested in where the images came from.

**THE 1917 PHOTOGRAPHS**

Where did the pictures come from and when were they taken? Interestingly, they had been taken in the summer of 1917—more than three years before they were presented to the public in that Christmas edition of *The Strand*.

The photographers themselves were as remarkable as the photographs. The photographs, apparently showing two young girls interacting with fairies, were taken by the two girls themselves—Frances Griffiths and Elsie Wright. Ten-year-old Frances Griffiths had just arrived in England from South Africa and was staying with the family of her 16-year-old cousin Elsie Wright while Frances’ father fought in World War I. The two girls were very close and spent much of that summer playing beside a creek at the bottom of the Yorkshire, England garden. The girls would often race home with wild stories of encounters with gnomes and fairies, both of which they claimed lived along the stream’s edge. The parents were skeptical of the girls’ fantastic tales.

In order to provide proof, Elsie borrowed a Midg Quarter-plate camera from her father, who was a serious amateur photographer. The girls returned from the creek less than 30 minutes later, claiming to have taken a photograph of them. This would be the first of the two images that inspired the fairy story in *The Strand* three and a half years later.

Arthur Wright, Elsie’s father, developed the photo in the darkroom he had set up in the family home. That photo showed Frances behind a bush on which four fairies appeared to be dancing. Elsie’s father was not convinced. He immediately dismissed the image as a “joke” made from cardboard cutouts. Elsie was extremely creative.
and had some knowledge of photographic equipment and techniques. In fact had a part-time job at a local printer's shop. Her father knew that she was quite capable of creating a convincing image like this.

Several months later, the girls borrowed his camera once more, and again produced “proof”. This time they returned with a photograph of Elsie sitting on the lawn, holding out her hand to a gnome that appeared to be about a foot tall. This did little to convince Elsie’s father, who still suspected trickery. However, Elsie’s mother, Polly, had an avid interest in the supernatural, and as part of her religion, Theosophy, believed in fairies. She was beginning to believe that the photographs were real and the girls’ stories were true.

Convinced, Polly Wright took the photographs with her to a lecture on fairy life. The photographs came to the attention of that evening’s speaker, who made arrangements to display them at an annual conference on the topic a few months later. It was at this conference that Edward Gardner, another theosophist, learned of the pictures and began promoting them as evidence that fairies were real. They were soon noticed by the famous Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

Conan Doyle wanted to publish the images in The Strand, and he wrote to Elsie and her father to request permission to use the prints in the magazine article. Arthur Wright was willing to allow their use, but only without payment because he was concerned that people might think the girls were motivated by money to fake the pictures.

The photos were immediately shown to physicist and serious psychical researcher Sir Oliver Lodge, who was not entirely convinced. While he did not say outright that he thought they were fakes, he was skeptical. He said he felt that the fairies might actually be a troupe of dancers. This did little to dampen the enthusiasm of Gardner and Conan Doyle. Gardner sent the photographic negatives to Harold Snelling, a photography expert, hoping to confirm that the images were not the result of trickery.

Snelling extensively examined the images and declared them to be “genuine unfaked photographs of single exposure, open-air work, show movement in all the fairy figures, and there is no trace whatever of studio work involving card or paper models, dark backgrounds, painted figures, etc.”

While he never specifically stated that the images were of fairies, he was convinced that the objects (or creatures) in the image were not the result of fakery. This was an important endorsement for the photographs, as they quickly became the talk of the spiritualist community in London and around the world.

Gardner and Conan Doyle wanted another expert opinion, so they turned to the leading film and camera maker, the Kodak company. They were given access to some of the company’s many technicians. The specialists at Kodak carefully reviewed the prints and concluded that the pictures “showed no obvious signs of being
faked.” They would not go further, however, and certify the photos as authentic. They also said that they could reliably produce such a picture themselves with their knowledge and resources. Perhaps two photographic experts from the world’s largest camera company could produce convincing fake images, but what about two children?

Gardner and Doyle claimed that the skill and specialized knowledge required to fake the photographs was far beyond that of two schoolgirls, and made this their primary defense to critics. They failed to note that Elsie had worked in a photographer’s shop and was also very familiar with both camera and darkroom techniques from working with her father.

The results of the expert evaluations, according to Gardner and Conan Doyle, were that two validated the photographs as real and one did not.

**THE 1920 PHOTOGRAPHS**

While Conan Doyle was in Australia on a lecture tour, Gardner went to meet the Wright family. He had an experiment in mind. Frances was living with her parents by then, and not with Elsie. During Gardner’s visit, Elsie’s father told him that he remained certain the pictures were faked and believed they were produced with some type of “cutout.” This theory was a favorite of skeptics who thought the fairies looked two-dimensional (flat).

Gardner’s experiment to answer the question of authenticity was to provide two cameras and 24 secretly marked photographic plates. He wanted to see whether or not the girls could produce more photographs.

Frances was invited to stay with the Wright family during the school summer holiday so that she and Elsie could try to take more pictures of fairies.

The girls returned to the creek and snapped several photographs, two of which depicted fairies. In the first photo, “Frances and the Leaping Fairy,” Frances appeared with a winged fairy in front of her face. The second, “Fairy offering Posy of Harebells to Elsie” (see cover photo), showed a fairy hovering over a branch, and offering Elsie a flower. Two days later, the girls took their third and last picture of this new set, “Fairies and Their Sun-Bath.”

At this point, they carefully packed up the camera and the fragile glass plate negatives and shipped them back to Gardner. They claimed that they were only able to take three pictures because rainy weather kept them from the creek (this was later found to be false, after a review of weather data recorded for that period). Gardner was thrilled with the pictures produced by the girls. They were exactly what he had hoped for.

“A complete success!” was the message Gardner sent to Conan Doyle in Australia. He reported that the girls had produced three new photographs. Conan Doyle was so impressed upon seeing the new photos that he pronounced them “altogether
beyond the possibility of fake.” His elation was evident in the telegram he sent back to Gardner: “My heart was gladdened when out here in far Australia I had your note and the three wonderful pictures, which are confirmatory of our published results. When our fairies are admitted other psychic phenomena will find a more ready acceptance . . . We have had continued messages at séances for some time that a visible sign was coming through.”

The critics remained skeptical and pointed out many problems with the photos. They said the figures looked flat, and as if they were made of paper. They wondered why Frances was not looking directly at the fairies in the photograph “Number One.” They also questioned the clothing worn by the fairies, which was suspiciously consistent with the latest fashions of the time. Their arguments were often overshadowed by Conan Doyle’s fame as England’s best-known writer. For the rest of his life, he remained firm in his opinion that the photographs were authentic.

Edward Gardner made a final visit to Cottingley in August of 1921. He again brought two cameras and other photographic supplies. With him was Geoffrey Hodson, who claimed to be a clairvoyant. The girls, along with Hodson, took the cameras and went into the garden. With Hobson watching, the girls said they couldn’t find any fairies, and returned without taking a single photograph. Oddly enough, Hobson reported that he’d seen fairies “everywhere.”

**ASK . . .**

_Do you think that Gardner and Conan Doyle were completely “open-minded” in their investigation of the photos?_

**THE INVESTIGATIONS**

Public interest in the Cottingley Fairies was quite substantial in the months immediately following the publication of Conan Doyle’s article, but by 1921 the general public’s interest had waned. Elsie and Frances also began to tire of what they called “the fairy business.” They both married and left England, and it seemed as if there might not be a final answer to the question of whether the pictures were real or faked. No solid conclusions had been reached about the authenticity of the then-famous photographs.

That changed in 1966 with the first of several serious investigations of the affair. A reporter from the _Daily Express_ newspaper tracked down
Elsie, who by then had returned to England. What she said called into question the authenticity of the pictures and created even more confusion. She coyly admitted that the fairies might have been “figments of my imagination,” but insisted that the photographs were real. She seemed to be suggesting that the camera was able to photograph her mind—a claim at least as extraordinary as the existence of fairies.

In a 1971 television interview, Elsie stated, “I admit that I may not believe in fairies. As for the photos, let’s just say that they are figments of our imagination, Frances’s and mine.” Elsie and Frances were interviewed for Yorkshire Television in 1976, and again made statements that suggested the fairies were not real.

While there had been several journalistic investigations of the Cottingley Fairies, until 1978 there still had been no real scientific examination of the affair. That changed when James Randi and a team from the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal (CSICOP) took on the Cottingley case. Randi is not a scientist, but an accomplished magician and investigator of the paranormal with special skills in identifying deception. While Randi convincingly showed there had been at least one double-exposure, that one was likely an accident.

Randi found that a popular children’s book, Princess Mary’s Gift Book, was likely the source of the fairy images. It had been published in the same year that the girls took their first photos. The figures illustrating the poem “A Spell for a Fairy” look exactly like those from The Strand. The illustrations on the next page compares the fairies from the photographs with those from the book. Some details such as clothing are different, but the poses are unmistakably the same.

**ASK . . .**

What evidence would you need in order to be convinced that the fairies in the photographs were genuine?

Geoffrey Crawley, editor of the British Journal of Photography, undertook a final exhaustive scientific investigation of the subject between 1970 and 1983. He focused on the cameras used by the girls and published his findings in a series of technical articles. The results of his investigation demonstrated what he had long suspected; the cameras were incapable of taking photos as sharp as those published. The only reasonable explanation was that the pictures had been “doctored” by Gardner or someone else. There was no longer any significant doubt that the whole affair had been a simple hoax.

Although Crawley worked tirelessly to expose the truth about the matter, he was sympathetic to the girls. He felt strongly that the cousins felt pressured to remain silent once Sir Arthur Conan Doyle became involved and so strenuously promoted the pictures as real evidence for the existence of fairies.

In his book Flim-Flam!, which, in part, describes this investigation, Randi explains the Cottingley Fairies:

“The Cottingley Fairies were simple fakes made by two little girls as a prank, in the beginning. Only when supposedly wiser persons discovered them were they elevated to the status of miracles, and the girls were caught up in an ever-escalating situation that they wanted out of but could not escape. When asked to repeat the performance, they did so under pressure, probably by then enjoying the hoax somewhat. Today they find it impossible to tell the same story they did some years ago, preferring to bounce the ball around a bit without committing themselves either way. That Elsie is sparing the reputation of Frances is obvious, for Frances is now employed in a position that she might well lose if the truth were known for sure.”
The illustration from *Princess Mary's Gift Book* seems to have been the inspiration for the fairies created by Elsie and Frances. At right is the original illustration and above the fairies are contrasted with their photographic twins.

On page 6 (left) is a photo of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle with an “ectoplasmic spirit” taken in 1922.
The admission

Gardner and Conan Doyle both believed in the existence of fairies until their deaths, and neither stopped defending the authenticity of the Cottingley photos—even after the public almost universally accepted the incident as a hoax.

The case was closed for good in 1988, when Elsie Wright, shortly before her death, confided in Crawley, “The whole affair had been a practical joke that had fallen flat on its face. The laugh was on us.” The story briefly reemerged into popular culture in 1997 with the release of a movie version of the events, called Fairytale: A True Story.
I had frequent communication with Elsie for several years before she passed away. She always joked with me but never actually admitted that the fairies were just a game she and Francis played with the rest of the world. Today, people know much more about photography, but 95 years ago most people were mystified by it. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle certainly should have been smart enough to solve the hoax, but he wanted to believe in ghosts, spirits, and rather silly things of that sort, so he decided that two little girls couldn’t have dared to deceive him.

Unfortunately, many people in this day also have such delusions, and the James Randi Educational Foundation is doing everything possible to educate the public (that’s you!) about these matters. I hope this lesson has taught you that being skeptical is a healthy, useful attitude. And there will be more...

James Randi
explore further: **hoaxes**

Hoaxes are deceptions created through the intentional spread of false information. Hoaxes can be as harmless as an April’s Fool’s joke, or they can be very dangerous. Some hoaxes have caused economic panic, widespread fear, and even risks to national security. Below are pictures from well-known hoaxes—can you identify them? Maybe you know of others. See if you can add two more.

---

a. P.T. Barnum’s Feejee Mermaid
b. Balloon Boy
c. New Orleans Crocodile
d. Spaghetti Trees
e. Loch Ness Monster
f. Bigfoot

Answers: (a) P.T. Barnum’s Feejee Mermaid, (b) Balloon Boy, (c) New Orleans Crocodile, (d) Spaghetti Trees, (e) Loch Ness Monster, (f) Bigfoot
try this

1. Work in groups to create your own hoax pictures. Use a digital camera and photo editing software (available free on the Internet) to create photos that “lie.”

   Try fairies, ghosts, UFOs, or whatever you come up with. Is it easier with today’s cameras and software than it was for Elsie and Frances?

   Show your “evidence” to friends and family and see if they are convinced. Did you fool anybody?

2. Retell the story of the Cottingley Fairies by creating a timeline of key events.

---

glossary

**Double-Exposure** – a process where a piece of film or a photographic plate is exposed to light more than once, usually combining multiple images

**Clairvoyant** – A person who has an ability to gather information without the use of the physical senses. This information can be about anything: people, places, or objects. Sometimes referred to as one variety of Extra-Sensory Perception or ESP, clairvoyance has been investigated for over a hundred years without producing any credible evidence to support its existence.

**Evidence** – Information that can be used to determine the accuracy of a claim or assertion. In science, evidence is gathered systematically through observation and experimentation using methods that work to limit the effect of any biases that might exist.

**Fairies** – Creatures of folklore and mythology that are generally described as miniature humans in appearance and having magical powers. Most modern depictions are of small, winged beings.

**Gnomes** – Tiny human-like earth-dwelling creatures found in European folklore.

**Paranormal** – Experiences that are outside the range of what we consider to be “normal.” Paranormal phenomena are typically inconsistent with our scientific understanding of nature. When carefully examined, paranormal claims often turn out to be misinterpretations or misunderstandings of ordinary phenomena. Examples include psychic powers, ghosts, UFOs, and divination.

**Skeptical** – Cautiously suspending judgment on a claim until sufficient evidence has been presented.

**Spiritualist** – One who follows a religion built around the core belief that spirits of the dead reside in a separate spirit world and are capable of communicating with the living. This supposed communication is often done through séances, mysterious sessions in which a “medium” seems to facilitate a conversation with spirits who provide information about the “afterlife.”

**Supernatural** – Not existing in our observable universe or explainable by natural laws or phenomena. Ghosts, spells, and spirits are all example of things described supernatural.

**Theosophy** – A religious philosophy concerned with understanding the nature of god through mystical insights and teachings. Theosophy has roots in ancient Greece, but was revived in the 1870s by Helena Blavatsky. Blavatsky’s greatly modified version of Theosophy focused on the supposed relationship between the spirit and physical matter, and still has followers today.
Learn more about the Cottingley Fairies, hoaxes, and the investigation of strange claims with the following books articles and websites:

**IN PRINT**


Conan Doyle, Arthur (2006) [1922], *The Coming of the Fairies,* University of Nebraska Press.


**ON THE WEB**

*The Case of the Cottingley Fairies* by James Randi.  

*The Coming of the Fairies* - scans of the original version of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s book (1922)  
[http://www.archive.org/details/comingoffairies00doylrich](http://www.archive.org/details/comingoffairies00doylrich)

*The Debunking of Three Hoaxes* by James Opie.  

*Pranks, Frauds, and Hoaxes from Around the World* by Robert Todd Carol.  

*The Internet Encyclopedia of Hoaxes*  

*The Skeptic’s Dictionary*  
discussion questions

- How do you think Arthur Conan Doyle’s fame affected the public’s willingness to believe his claims?

- Do you think celebrity gives a person greater credibility?

- Do you think this hoax could take place today? If not, why not?

- Are there extraordinary claims that people believe in today despite no solid evidence?

- What is the problem with starting with a conclusion and then looking for evidence to support it?

- How would you investigate the Cottingley Fairies hoax differently than Gardner and Conan Doyle did?

- If Elsie and Frances had done this today, do you think that more people would believe them, or fewer? Why?